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Abstract 

The thesis is divided into the three parts. The first part is dedicated to the theoretical 

foundations related to the marketing and marketing strategy. The theories are further 

applied in order to analyze the analysis of current situation and of the hotels 

environment. Based on the result of partial analysis is proposed the marketing strategy. 
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Abstrakt 

Diplomová práce je rozdělena to třech části. První část se zaobírá teoretickými 

východisky vztshujciimi se k marketingu a marketingové strategii. Poznatky z 

teoretických východisek jsou pak aplikovány k analýze současného stavu a prostředí 

hotelu. Na základě výsledku jednotlivých analýz je pak navrhnuta samotná 

marketingová strategie. 
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Introduction 

The aim of this master’s thesis is to propose a suitable marketing strategy for the hotel 

in the center of Ostrava city. 

The aim of this master’s thesis is to propose a suitable marketing strategy for an 

emerging hotel in Ostrava city. 

The master’s thesis will be divided into three main chapters. The first chapter will be 

dedicated to the theoretical foundations related to marketing, market selection, and 

environmental analysis. The emphasis within the marketing will be put on the marketing 

of the services and on the strategic marketing management. Moreover within the 

theoretical foundations will be described the process of selection of the target market 

and the principles of marketing mix with communication mix.  The theories related to 

the environmental analysis will  focus on the macro and microenvironment of the 

company.  

The second chapter will be dedicated to the current situation analysis of the hotel. 

Moreover, the strategic analysis such as SLEPT analysis and Porter’s five forces 

analysis will be conducted. The results of the current situation analysis will be 

summarized in the SWOT framework. 

The third chapter of the master’s thesis will be dedicated to the proposal concerning the 

marketing strategy. In the first subchapters, the marketing goals will be stated, 

furthermore, it will serve as a base for the conduction of segmentation of the market, 

targeting, and positioning. Based on the selected target market, marketing mix will be 

proposed, moreover will be adapted to market characteristics and dispositions of the 

hotel’s building. The communication mix subchapter will be proposed in order to be 

effective in communication with the target group of the customers. The last subchapter 

will be dedicated to the proposal of the marketing strategy, where all recommendations 

concerning the partial parts of the process will be summarized.  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Goals of the theses 

The main aim of this thesis is to propose a suitable marketing strategy for a newly 

emerging hotel in the center of Ostrava. The following partial goals are stated in order 

to achieve the main objective. The first partial goal is to analyze the current situation of 

the hotel and its dispositions. As the next partial goal is to analyze the hotel's 

environment by using the SLEPT framework and Porter's five forces analysis. The third 

partial goal is to determine the target market by the process of market segmentation. The 

methodology used to accomplish the main goal is based on the analysis of professional 

literature, annual reports, and statistical data. 
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1 Theoretical Foundations 

The chapter of theoretical framework is focused on theories related to the marketing 

strategy. The principles of marketing and marketing are described as well as the 

principles of stating the marketing strategy and all required analysis to make the 

marketing strategy valid. 

1.1 Definition of marketing 

The following chapter is dedicated to the principles of marketing and marketing 

strategy. The fundamentals of strategic marketing management followed by the market 

and customer identification are described as well as strategic goals and strategic time 

horizon.  

Despite the various definitions of marketing given by different scholars, the common 

ground of all of the definitions  is the pillar of the meeting of customers needs. 

Marketing is defined as a summary of processes and tools which are needed in order to 

increase probability of success and achievement of goals in the market. The marketing 

may be described also as the managerial process which enables identification and  

anticipation of customers’ needs in order to fulfill their desires. (Foret, 2003) 

Another possible definition which is more complex have provided Solomon, Marshall 

and Stuart (2012). These widely known scholars  have defined marketing as one of the 

company’s activities which contributes to the development of communication, so as to 

the provision of customer’s values, which results in benefiting both sides - the company 

and all stakeholders.  
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1.2 Marketing of services and hotel industry  

In the following chapter are described the basic characteristic of hotel services and the 

purpose of marketing in the hotel industry. Furthermore it is emphasized on hotel 

categorization which is  based on multiple criteria. 

1.2.1 Characteristics of hotel services  

The companies that offer the services in the market environment satisfy the needs based 

on the principle that one side offers value in return for another value. Every side can 

freely decide if the exchange will be done or not. (Királ’ová, 2006). 

The accommodation, hospitality and additional services of hotel can be described as a 

personal services. They are typically provided by the people to the other people, 

therefore the people are the important factor of marketing. Besides  providing personal 

services  and  the type of services, it is crucial to focus on the ways how the services 

may be provided. Even though the services are impalpable is it necessary  to state the 

standards and to apply objective criteria related to the quality. The quality of hotel 

services differ mainly because of the impalpable characteristics. The same services 

provided by the same waitress are different every day and from different table to 

another table. This principle proofs that human can not be programed as a machine. 

Each guest has different subjective standards and expectations regarding the level of 

hotel services. In other words, if these expectations of guests are somehow deviated, 

negative reflection may occur.(Királ’ová, 2006). 

The level of provided services which is similar to the competitor’s level of service will 

result in host’s disability to distinguish the difference. Therefore the loyalty of guest is 

based on the services of higher standards than the competitor’s services are. The 

decision what kind of services will hotel provide and what group of customers will 

target is called business policy. To stand the business policy is the key step for 

marketing and to identify the key competitive advantage that customers will appreciate 

(Vaštíková, 2014). 
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1.2.2 Marketing in hotel industry 

The core of the marketing is to identify what the guest wants, what he desires and to sell 

it with the profit. Generally it means to offer the right product in the right place, right 

time, right way and for price which is acceptable by the guest. Marketing of the services 

may not be considered as homogenous activity due to the characteristics of services and 

the size of hotel (Királ’ová, 2006). 

The marketing of hotel services is described as complex program that answers 

following questions: 

• What does the hotel want to offer on the market? 

• Where the hotel wants to grow?  

• What the hotel does no prefer to do? 

The marketing of hotel services includes the communication with guest, sale of products 

to individual guests, to companies, to groups, to business clients. Furthermore it 

includes the sale of food and beverage and additional services, relationships with 

customers, suppliers or buyer power. 

The important aspect of the hotel marketing is the research which is done to identify 

who are the hotel’s customers. The research helps to stand what are the  hotel’s guest 

needs and then to fulfill these customer’s needs. Another purpose of marketing is to 

inform the hosts with the offer of hotel’s services and to motivate them to buy the 

services. The marketing of hotel services can not be managed by the one person because 

it requires the team work of marketing department and marketing management 

(Királ’ová, 2006). 

The success of the hotel on the market is related to its abilities to identify its main offer, 

the key potential hosts, opportunities and threats that market brings, and to  influence 

the potential costumers to enjoy the hotel’s services. The coordinated process is required 

in the hotel market for following reasons. The potential customers are demanding and 

there is a complementary offer of competitive hotels (Királ’ová, 2006).  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1.2.3 Categorization of hotels 

According to the standard international hotel classification  are hotels divided to 

different categories or classification based on different criteria.  

• Based on the placement : mountain, oceanic, urban, wells, recreational 

• Based on the focus of services: wellness, sports, relax, family ...  

• Based on the size: small (up to 50 rooms), middle (50-150 rooms), large (150-400  

rooms) and mega (over 400 rooms) (Křížek, 2011). 

The hotel categorization is the process of inclusion of hotels into the categories:  

• Hotel, 

• garni hotel, 

• motel, 

• guest house, 

• botel (Křížek, 2011). 

The purpose of classification of hotel is to help in advance the potential customer to 

identify the class of the hotel and what standard of the services they can expect. 

Generally the higher classification is the quality and the range of provided services is 

higher. The Hotelstars Union is applied in the Czech Republic to classify the hotels. The 

system units the same criteria for classification beside the Czech Republic also for 

Germany, Austria and Hungary. Based on the Hotelstars Union are hotels divided into 

the five different groups with specific compulsory requirements Křížek, 2011). 

• *Tourist, 

• ** Economy, 

• *** Standard, 

• **** First Class, 

• ***** Luxury (Křížek, 2011). 
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1.3 Marketing strategy and strategic marketing management process 

The following chapter describes the principles of strategic marketing process and all 

required steps to define, implement and control the marketing strategy. 

The marketing strategy is defined as a summary of company’s long-term desired 

intentions which needs to use the marketing tools in order to achieve the strategic 

business goals or the competitive advantage. The strategic marketing management 

process is continuous process of all of the marketing activities, for instance marketing 

strategic analysis, definition of marketing strategy, or implementation of marketing 

strategy and control of achieved marketing goals (Jakubíková,2013). 

1.3.1 Strategic analysis 

In order to have and efficient and legitimate marketing strategy which needs to be later 

formulated, it is essential to begin with the strategic analysis of the marketing. The 

strategic marketing should be composed of partial analysis, so that all of the relevant 

factors are not omitted.  

Firstly, the analysis of superior strategy is one of the pillars of the strategic analysis 

which serves to identify the impact of superior strategy on the marketing strategy. 

Moreover, it needs to also evaluate and compare the current marketing strategy and the 

goals stated by the superior strategy. Secondly, the environment analysis are included in 

the partial analysis. For instance, SLEPT analyses the external marketing environment 

and the Porter’s five forces analysis to examine the competitive position of company. 

Thirdly, the market potential analysis provides an analysis of the maximal volume of 

sales on particular market. Fourthly, the analysis of competitors' marketing strategies, as 

another essential partial analysis,  provides the identification of the strongest 

competition. Fifthly, the analysis of stakeholders is important due to the fact that it does 

focus on the environment of company, as well as on the groups which are interested in 

running the company.Sixthly, the internal analysis of marketing is used to identify the 

relevant internal factors to design strategy. Last but not least, the SWOT framework is 
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considered as the summary of all partial analysis. The main purpose of SWOT 

framework is to detect strengths, weaknesses, opportunity, or even threat which might 

occur (Jakubíková, 2013). 

1.3.2  Proposal of new marketing strategy 

The proposal of new marketing strategy is based on the previous strategic analysis and 

the structure of marketing strategy, which needs to correspond with the individual areas 

of strategy. It is absolutely crucial for company to evaluate and describe how the further 

steps should be done. Moreover, as the SMART framework claim, it is important to 

establish and define strategic goals and partial goals for each area of marketing strategy 

(Hanzelková, 2009).  

• Fundamental goals for marketing, 

• brand strategy, 

• communication strategy, 

• communication mix strategy, 

• corporate design, 

• human resources in marketing, 

• financial and material aspect, 

• information strategy for marketing. 

1.3.3 Implementation of marketing strategy 

The implementation of strategy is defined as a process through the strategies are 

implemented into real world (de Wit and Meyer, 2010). Marketing plan, as the 

fundamental tool for implementation of strategy, provides information about the 

marketing activities, which results in achievement of the strategic goals. The marketing 

plan should state the following: 
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• What marketing actives will be used in chosen time period, 

• who will be responsible for the realization, 

• when the activities should be realized, 

• What amount of finance will be required to accomplish the goal  

(Hanzelková, 2009). 

1.4 Market selection and customer definition 

The chapter of market and customer definition describes all necessary steps in order to 

identify the key customers. Concretely in this chapter will be discussed the process of 

market segmentation,  targeting the market followed by the positioning of product. 

Segmentation 

The market segmentation is a process of segregation of market into homogenous 

groups, which are based on the individuals characteristics, which may be based on 

different factors. For instance it is common to select the groups based on the age, 

education, common interests and many other social factors. Nevertheless,  according to 

principles of market segmentation, it is a priority to satisfy all of the needs of smaller 

group rather than not satisfied all of the desires of a greater group of individuals. 

Regarding the hotel industry, it is required to adapt all aspects of marketing mix to 

concert market segment. Effective market segmentation results in effective use of the 

costs, therefore the costs and sales are balanced (Beránek, 2003). 

Neufus, and Křížek (2011) described five segmentation types - geographic, 

demographic, according to travel tendency, psychographic, and behavioral. Geographic 

segmentation focusses on different target groups of customers based on geographical 

boundaries. From the demographic segmentation perspective, company analysis the age, 

education, income, race, nationality, occupation, and many other social factors. The 

purpose of segmentation according to travel tendency is to analyze the reasons to travel 
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(vacation or business), seasonality, hotel categories, time period spend in hotel, type of 

transport used to travel, financial aspects, and many more. The psychographic 

segmentation is used to analyze psychological aspect of consumer behavior, such as 

lifestyle, personality, values, and opinions. Lastly, the behavioral market segmentation 

sorts consumer according to frequency of using the hotel, loyalty to brand, or according 

to purchase benefits, for instance free night, all-inclusive, discount.  

Targeting 

As soon as the process of segmentation is finished, company may start the process of 

targeting; in other words, the choice of target market segment may begin. The 

company’s interest is to choose a market segment which has capacity to provide the 

largest satisfaction of costumers’ values. In case of company’s decision to focus on 

more segments, the company should focus and prioritise all of the segments, due to the 

fact that not every segment is attractive as the other one. The three options how to 

operate target segment are non differentiated marketing, differentiated marketing and 

concentrated marketing.  The important aspect of target is an identification of strategic 

segments that bring to the company the highest added value. The advantage of 

identification of strategic segments is that it helps to manager to identify the key value 

they should focus on. The three values (3V) are following : 

• valued customer: is the customer that brings company the highest added value; 

• value proposition: is characterized as a offer that brings to the customer the 

highest added value; 

• value network (Vaštíková, 2014). 
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Positioning  

After identification of concrete market segment can be defined the competitive position 

of product or services. The positioning can be used in order to address new segment 

which enables the differentiation inside the superior segment. In general the positioning 

stands for how company wants to be seen from the perspective of customer, how the 

company defines itself in contrast to competition and how company defines towards the 

suppliers, cooperating companies etc. The selection of positioning strategy is based on : 

• Identification of possible competitive advantages, 

• the choice of right competitive advantages, 

• the choice of overall positioning strategy (Vaštíková, 2014). 

1.5 Environmental analysis 

The chapter environmental analysis is focused on principles of Macro Environmental 

analysis, Micro environmental analysis and tools commonly used to analyze them. The 

companies environment is described by internal analysis and the results of all 

environmental analysis are summarized in a SWOT analysis. 

1.5.1 Macro Environmental Analysis  

The purpose of macro-environmental analysis is to identify various environmental 

factors which might bring opportunities or threats to a particular company. In general 

these opportunities or threats are created by factors that can not be controlled and 

company has to adapt to them. To analyze these factors including social, political, 

technological, economic and demographic is commonly used within the SLEPT 

framework (Fyall and Garrod, 2005). 
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The SLEPT analysis should be focused on estimation of future development of 

company's external environment and its possible required changes in marketing. The 

importance for the formulation of strategy has development of trends such as trends in 

lifestyle of target group of customers, trends in new technologies and developers 

projects. The SLEPT framework can be used for strategic analysis focused on corporate, 

business or marketing strategies. The structure of the framework remains for every area 

is the same therefore it is required identify factors that are relevant and have a direct 

impact on specific area (Hanzelková, 2009). 

Social factors 

In the terms of social factors it is recommended to focus on following areas: 

• Sociopolitical system in society in relation to marketing, 

• attitudes of society towards the area of particular core business , 

• changes in lifestyle of target customer group, 

• the standard of living and its changes of target customer group, 

• demographic factors (Keřkovský, Vykypěl, 2006). 

Legal factors 

The legal factors are limiting the marketing and have a direct impact on the form of 

marketing strategy therefore it is needed to analyze them. The marketing strategy is 

directly influenced by the following laws: 

• Act No. 121/2000 Coll., on Copyright and Rights Related to Copyright and on 

Amendment to Certain Acts, 

• Act No. 101/2000 Coll., on the Protection of Personal Data, 

• Act No. 127/2005 Coll. on Electronic Communications,  
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• Act No. 513/1991 Coll,. on Commercial Code, 

• Act No. 202/1990 Coll., on Lotteries and Other Like Games, 

• Act No. 231/2001 Coll., on Radio and Television Broadcasting Operation and on 

Amendments to Other Acts, 

• Act No. 634/1992 Coll., on Consumer Protection Act, as amended (Mpo.cz, 2019). 

Beside the laws limiting the marketing, there are laws thats has to be respected and 

followed within the hotel industry. 

Economic factors 

In general, economic factors are perceived as a changes in the general economic 

environment. For instance, the changes in income, employment, or prices are effecting 

the consumers willingness to buy products or services. Furthermore, the economic 

factors are considered to be a critical condition to organisational success (Warner, 

2010). 

According to Keřkovský, Vykypěl, (2006)  the main economic areas that should be 

examined in the terms of influence on marketing are following: 

• The stadium of economic cycle, 

• the political situation and its impact on economy, 

• the economic policy, 

• monetary policy, 

• fiscal policy, 

• balance of payments, 

• inflation rate, 

• situation on capital market. 
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In the terms of stadium of economic cycle, during the recession it is required to appeal 

on marketing activities in order to stimulate the falling demand. Furthermore during the 

recession company's sales can fall which will lead to the lack of capital which can be 

invested into the marketing activities. The stadium of economic cycle directly 

influences the marketing budget (Hanzelková, 2009). 

Political factors 

The political factor are related to the political and legal areas. Hanzelková (2009) states 

that changes in the politics have an indirect impact on the marketing through the 

legislative. Hanzelková (2009) further identifies critical areas of political factors that 

might have an impact on the choice of marketing strategy and bring opportunities or 

threats. The areas are as follows: 

The changes in the political regimes, from the socialist left wing to the liberal right 

wing, or vice versa, may result in changes in the economics - threats, or possibilities. 

(Hanzelková, 2009). 

The advertising regulations imposed usually by the left side of the political spectrum, 

results in the threat to the market. For instance, the significant incline to the left, may 

influence the independence of medias so as its’ development, which may lead to 

increasing prices of commercials and decreasing possibilities to target the groups. Also 

the barriers in public relations may occur due to the advertising regulations. 

(Hanzelková, 2009). 

On the other hand, the incline to the right side is more in favour of the idea of free 

market, free trade, and less advertising regulations, therefore the opportunity is greater, 

thus the competition increases, which provides a benefit to consumers by offering a 

higher quality of services at lower prices (Hanzelková, 2009). 
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Technological factors 

The technological factors have become absolutely crucial and essential in marketing. 

One of the most influential and widely spread technological improvements in terms of 

marketing have: 

• internet development - its availability has spread widely in the world, 

• new technologies, 

• the increased speed of the new technologies, 

• development of network, 

• Governmental support of R&D (Hazelková, 2009). 

1.5.2 Micro Environment Analysis 

Roy (2009) states that there are five main forces that characterize and shape the 

competition. The systematic approach to analysis of these forces help managers to 

identify key steps to competitiveness in concrete industry. The purpose  of the Porter's 

forces analysis is to deduce the power of competition in the analyzed industry (Hooley, 

2017). Furthermore is the analysis  crucial to determine the position of a company in a 

market therefore it is necessary to identify company's relationship to customers, 

suppliers, substitute products, potential competition and competition. (Michaux and 

Cadiat 2015). According to Roy (2009) the main five forces are the bargaining power of 

customers, bargaining power of suppliers, threat of substitute products,  threat of new 

entrants and competitive rivalry. 

Bargaining power of customers 

Consumer’s power is hidden in their ability to negotiate, and thereby forces the 

company to lower their prices, which results in demanding a greater quality or different 
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services. Furthermore, the ability to negotiate directly influence the profitability of the 

market and the costs of the production (Michaux, Cadiat, & Probert, 2015).  

One of the factors which increase the bargaining power of buyers is the ability of 

customers to switch from one competitor to another, especially when the quality of the 

product is similar and has different prices. Also, another reasons may be that the product 

is non-differentiated, or customers are price sensitive and the quality of product is not 

perceived as an important aspect (Hanzelková, 2009) 

Bargaining power of suppliers 

The suppliers so as the customers have a power to influence the profitability of 

company by their conditions in the terms of cost or quality. The factors that increase the 

bargaining power of supplier are for example the high transfer costs, the company is not 

an important customer to the supplier or supplier offers highly differentiated product 

with no substitute products on the market (Hanzelková, 2009). 

The threat of substitute products 

The substitute products can be defined as a products or services that offer alternatives 

on particular market. According to Michaux, Cadiat and Probert (2015) the substitute  

products are present in every industry and present threat if they offer a better quality, 

transferring costs are low and the price of the substitute is lower. In general the main 

impact of substitute product on market is behind the gain of market share and pressure 

on lowering the prices. 

The threat of new entrants 

The new companies entering the market usually reach a previously unoccupied position 

by delivering new product or services and related value to new customers. The threat of 

new entrants is stronger when the entry barriers and capital requirement are low, there is 
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no patent to protect technologies and the customer loyalty to established brands 

(Keřkovský a Vykypěl, 2006). 

The competitive rivalry  

The competitive rivalry is influenced by the characteristics of concrete market and  its 

growth. If the growth of the market is low than the competitive rivalry is increasing 

because companies on that market are trying sustain their position. Another influence is 

in the future development of industry and its attractiveness. Fixed costs force companies  

to maximal use of their production in order to sustained on market and because of return 

of investment. Least but not last reason of high competitive rivalry can be seen in 

profitability of industry if it is low the competitors are applying the surviving strategy. 

The barriers to exit the market are high (Hanzelková, 2009). 

1.6 SWOT analysis 

The SWOT analysis method is based on exploring and evaluating the strengths and 

weaknesses of the business, and on the opportunities and threats that the market carries 

with it. (Beránek, 2013) Overall, this type of analysis provides the business manager 

with a reflection of the current state of affairs in the enterprise and its approximate 

future development. Also, this analysis can be seen as a tool that is useful in designing 

strategies and making important decisions (Křížek, 2011). 

Strenghts 

We consider the strengths not what a competitor has, which may be a kind of 

competitive advantage. These competitive advantages can lie in several factors. 

Competitive staff, good suppliers and goodwill can be considered as a competitive 

advantage (Beránek, 2013). 
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Weaknesses  

Weaknesses represent the opposite of competitive advantage and therefore represent 

what a given company lacks compared to a competing company. Weaknesses can again 

be seen in the staff and management of the company, and can be seen as a low market 

share and poor corporate culture (Beránek, 2013). 

Opportunities 

Opportunities are understood as situations that can have a positive impact on society 

when it is used. These opportunities may arise from legislative changes, the emergence 

of new market sectors, and the sudden increase in demand for a particular product or 

service. Overall, taking advantage of these opportunities can bring a better economic 

situation for the business and greater returns (Beránek, 2013). 

Threats 

For example, threats can adversely affect a company's market position. They can be 

seen in the possibilities of the emergence of an economic crisis, a decline in the demand 

for a service or a product offered by the company, or in the departure of key employees. 

Also in legislative changes to other state regulations (Beránek, 2013). 

Finally, the focus aims to the outputs of the SWOT analysis. It is important to be aware 

of the strengths identified, as it was just mentioned that they are a competitive 

advantage and need to know which of them can be developed. Weaknesses in this case 

need to be eliminated or attempted to turn them into strengths. It is essential to realize a 

good opportunity and use it for the benefit of society. Furthermore, it is necessary to 

focus on the threats, their potential for creation, how to prevent them and possibly to 

plan measures to mitigate their negative impact on their origin (Beránek, 2013). 
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1.7 Marketing mix of hotel  industry 

The marketing mix is considered as a one of the key marketing tools which helps 

company to achieve its marketing's goals on the target market.All elements of the 

marketing mix are interrelated and interact. General marketing mix includes 4 "basic P", 

in services, especially in tourism is applied up to 8 "P", which are me: product, price, 

place, promotion, people, programming, partnership, packaging (Krížek, Neufus 2011). 

1.7.1 Product 

In the hospitality or hotel  industry the product is perceived as service. The main interest 

of hotel should be to provide services and satisfy the customers needs. In the terms of 

hotel industry are services perceived as accommodation, catering and additional 

services. These three  types of services are commonly offered in the hotel industry 

therefore it is needed to provide customers an extra services (Beránek 2013). 

In the case that management of the hotel know the strengths and is able to transform 

them into the unique selling proposition can ensure the hotel an advantageous position 

on the market and high demand.  The other aspect that play important role are the 

location, equipment , offer services and  its development (Beránek, 2013). 

1.7.2 Price 

The price is influenced by the situation on the market by the relationship between 

supply and demand. According to the Kotler (2003)  the price represents the amount of 

money for hat the product or services is offered on the market and further represents the 

value that it brings to the customers. In other words the amount of money that customer 

has to pay in exchange to his utility  From the marketing mix point of view is the price 

the source of companies profit. According to Foret (2003) is the price the sum of money, 

amount of product or volume of services, that buyer is willing to spend. 
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According to Beránek and Kotek (2007), the price is perceived as claim to reward  that 

raises up  to subject that provides services or product. The price should cover the cost 

related to the providing of services and should cover the profit. Furthermore the price 

represents the amount of money that is customer is willing to pay for services or 

product. The determination of price is influenced by many factors. For instance it can be 

influenced how the price is important to customers, seasonality, expectations, placement 

of the hotel, the offer of services, costs and business policy of the hotel. Kiráľová 

(2006)  identifies following ways of price determination. 

Determination based on the costs 

This method is relevant to use if it is possible to state accurately the costs per product. 

The disadvantage of this method is that is does not take into account the changes in 

consumers demand a demand of target segment or competitor’s prices. The price 

discrimination  is common aspect during the process of pricing of product. The price 

discrimination is mainly influenced by the seasonality which is typical for hotel industry 

(Kiráľová, 2006). 

Determination according to the market

The price is determined by the demand of consumers where the price is not based on 

cost  and is  based on the value to the customers.  This value might be higher to the 

customer than to subject (Kiráľová, 2006).

Determination based on the competitor’s prices 

The prices are determined to be similar to the competitors prices. This method of 

determination of price does not take into the account costs or demand. Kotler (2003) 

states that  this method is favorable if  it is complicated to determine the elasticity of 

demand. In the case of high demand and suitable supply it is possible to require the 
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same price at the same time from the customers. On the other hand if there are  

significant fluctuations in demand, the prices has to be appropriately differentiated. In 

the terms of hotel industry the differentiation can be done by the seasonality, by the type 

of host, by the turnover or by the way of distribution (Beránek, Kotek, 2007).

1.7.3 Place 

The offer of services has to be get to the concrete market in order to be compared to the 

consumer demand. The distribution channels ensure the connection between supply and 

demand. The distribution can be done by direct distribution, intermediary or reservation 

networks (Beránek, 2013). 

The important aspect of direct distribution is a care of past customers furthermore the 

database of customer is considered as an important tool for direct sale. The database of 

customers is used to provide information about news and special offers by using 

electronic communication (Beránek, 2013). 

The intermediaries  can be travel agencies or other agencies. The benefits of this 

collaboration are, for example, advertising in a travel agent's bulletins, thereby 

expanding hotel awareness and partially saving marketing costs. The disadvantage may 

be the poor choice of the intermediary, which over time may become untrustworthy 

(Beránek, 2013).  

The another option for direct distribution is a realization of sales through the 

reservations networks. The reservation networks are used worldwide therefore can 

ensure the distribution on international markets (Beránek, 2013). 

1.7.4 Promotion 

Promotion in the hotel industry is defined as support for the sale of hotel services. Sales 

promotion is then divided into internal sales, where it is important that all personnel 

who come into contact with the guest are in a shop-oriented manner. Internal sales 
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support is based on communication between hotel guests and staff. It is important to 

maintain these principles in order to be proffesional: behave in a friendly way, to have 

ability to speak foreign languages, appropriate clothing. For example, various posters 

can be used to promote intra-hotel sales, referring to discounted beverages or meals. 

Supporting sales outside the hotel is based on contact with agents and past hotel guests, 

using a newsletter on new services (Beránek, 2013). Lastly, there is the possibility of 

advertising through advertising, when it is important to choose a target customer and the 

right media (Beránek, 2013). 

1.7.5 People 

According to Beránek (2013) the quality of hotel depends on the quality of employees 

and management.  The level of quality communication between  host and employee is 

the key factor for evaluation of hotel as a complex. Therefore the right choice, 

leadership and motivation of employees is considered as an import factor. Furthermore 

Beránek (2013) identifies some aspect that are required for quality personal in order to 

achieve customers trust. Every new employee has to be properly placed on his job 

position in order to eliminate the markdown of quality of hotel's services. The training 

on the job is recommended to increase the level of capabilities of employees. The 

management on the middle level  needs additional information concerning the business 

and marketing goals.  

1.7.6 Partnership 

As Beránek (2013) states, the  cooperation of more subjects in the tourism industry 

leads to decrease of costs and increase of effectiveness of embedded resources and 

brings the comparative advantage. 

On the basis of cooperation, so-called service packages are created. As an example, we 

can welcome the cooperation of a hotel with a body that moves in the field of tourism. A 
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specific example is when a hotel is looking for an employee's wellness department and 

will therefore start working with a company that provides wellness services for 

example. This collaboration will create a more attractive service for the guest, reduce 

costs and time (Beránek, 2013). 

1.7.7 Packaging and Programming 

In general the meaning behind the packing is that multiple different services are sold as 

a whole. The one of the reasons for creating packages is in customer's comfort mainly 

because it saves the time for searching different types of services and combining them 

by itself. Another reason is that customer knows the total price for his stay in hotel in 

advance which takes out further concern about prices (Beránek, 2013). Programming 

these service packages affects their sales. Specifically, programming deals with the 

contents of each package. It is important that a potential client has a certain advantage 

and attractiveness in this package (Beránek, 2013). 

1.8 Communication Mix 

The one of the important steps in building the marketing strategy is the choice of 

channels of communication mix. The communication mix is described as list of 

activities and tools which will be used by company to communicate with target group of 

customers. The communication mix typically include advertising, public relations, 

direct marketing, sales promotion, personal selling and point of sale marketing 

(Hanzelková, 2009). 

1.8.1 Advertising  

The advertising is every form of  impersonal presentation of thoughts which is paid. The 

advertising include press, radio and television broadcasting,  bulletins, billboard, and 

others (Kotler, Wong, Saunders and Armstrong, 2007). 
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It is necessary to state the goal of advertising  which should reflect the long term 

strategic marketing goals and goals of organization. The advertising can be 

characterized according to its purpose on informative, persuasive and reminder. The 

informative advertising in general creates awareness of brand, services, products and 

presents the attributes and benefits of  established or new products. The purpose of 

persuasive advertising is to convince  the customers to take action and switch brands by 

persuading them that company's product or services are the best. The reminder 

advertising is used to remind people about the need for a product or service (Kotler, 

Armstrong, 2007). 

1.8.2 Sales promotions 

The sales promotions are characterized as a short-term incentives which should support 

the sales of products or services. The examples of sales promotions are exposition of 

products in stores, bonuses,  discounts, events or demonstration (Kotler, Wong, 

Saunders and Armstrong, 2007). 

1.8.3 Public relations 

The goal of public relations is to build good relationships between organization and  

different target groups. In order to support and build good relationships company needs 

to understand the target group of customer and know its  attitudes (Příkrylová, 2010). 

Kotler (2007) identifies the basic tools of public relations:  

• publications,  

• public appearances,  

• press releases,  

• charity donations and sponsoring. 
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1.8.4 Personal Selling 

The personal selling is considered as every personal interaction  with one or more  

potential customers in order to present products, services, execute orders and answer the 

questions. The personal selling brings advantages such as fast reaction of seller towards 

changing reactions of customer in order to achieve goal which was given to the seller 

furthermore there is possibility to build longterm relationship between seller and 

customer (Kotler, Wong, Saunders and Armstrong, 2007). 

1.8.5 Direct marketing 

The principle of direct marketing is based on direct international and connection with 

chosen target groups of customers. The main goal of direct marketing is to evoke 

immediate response and develop long-lasting relationships with customers. The channel 

used for direct marketing are direct mailing, telemarketing and online marketing 

(Kotler, Wong, Saunders and Armstrong, 2007). 

1.8.6. Point of sale marketing 

The point of sale marketing is defined as a set of advertising mediums which are used 

inside the stores in order to influence the buyers decision (Boček, 2009). For instance 

the tools that are used for point of sale marketing are posters, shop windows, price tags, 

models of products, tv screens and more. According to Karlíček (2016) the important 

medium  for point of sale marketing is attractive packaging.  The advantage of point of 

sale marketing is in fact that it is influencing the impulsive buyer behavior and increases 

the desire  to buy the product or service without previous planing (Boček, 2009). 
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2 Current situation analysis 

This chapter named the current situation analysis is composed of many subchapters, and 

therefore the first concepts which need to me illustrated regarding this topic are the 

hotel characteristics, organizational structures and dispositions. In this chapter, the 

strategic strategic marketing analysis are used as well in order to identify all relevant 

macroeconomic factors based on the SLEPT framework followed by the Porter’s five 

forces analysis to identify the competitive environment of the company. 

2.1 Hotel characteristics  

The hotel building is established in the street Poděbradova in the third biggest city in the 

Czech Republic, Ostrava. Since the hotel is situated close to the city centre, and 

approximately 300 meters away from Stodolní street which is mostly known for its 

spectacular nightlife, it is legitimate to say that the hotel geographical location is 

advantageous and strategic. Moreover, the hotel owns a private parking lot for about 

forty cars.  

The history of building starts in the 1900 and is built in Art Nouveau style. The building 

was during the years an important center of cultural events and later on was run as a 

hotel. The last owner of the hotel run the business since 1992 to 2007 when hotel was 

closed. From the 2015 t is the new owner of the building the company  Factor a.s. The 

basic contraction works has been done so far and by the start of the 2020 is planed the 

overall reconstruction which might last till 2021 and the hotel will be ready to be 

operated. The pictures of current building  and possible look after the reconstructing can 

be found within the appendices of the thesis. 
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2.1.1 Organizational structure 

According to the information provided by the owner of the building, the hotel should 

have 30 employees on different positions. Furthermore in this chapter are briefly 

described all key jobs and their possible workload .The following schema presents 

possible organizational structure of the hotel in the first years of existence. 

Picture no.1: Proposed organizational structure 

(Source: author) 

The director of the hotel is responsible for operating the hotel and delegation of tasks on 

the lower levels of organizational structure. Furthermore there is responsibility for 

finance planing  and keeping the  high economic performance of the hotel. Apart from 

the mentioned responsibilities the  person on the post of director will prepare the yearly 

budgets, investment plans and business strategies. The director is directly responsible to 

the owner of the hotel. The director’s agenda and all administrative work are in 

responsibility of secretary. The accountant is responsible for preparing the financial 

statements , control of invoices and communication with the director of the hotel. The 
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main responsibility of marketing department is to state suitable marketing strategies 

based on the business strategies stated by the director of the hotel.  

The chief operating officer is directly responsible to director for all section of hotel such 

as accommodation section, catering section, technical and wellness section. As another 

competence is the recruitment of new employees.  

There are employees of reception and housekeeping within the accommodation section 

of the hotel. The receptionists are responsible for communication with the hosts and 

providing them information about hotel services, packages, point of interest and 

administrative related to the check in and check out of the guests. The emphasis on 

professional behavior and communication of the employees of reception is considered 

as an essential  condition. The housekeeping is an important part of accommodation 

services, thus the employees of housekeeping are responsible for keeping the rooms 

clean on daily basis. The employees of laundry are included in the housekeeping section 

and are responsible for laundering restaurants table clotches, bed linen and towels. 

The  Food & Beverage is responsible for overall operation of  catering services, to hire 

staff and purchase food and stock, furthermore is responsible for applying the health 

standards in restaurant and kitchen. The restaurant’s  staff is responsible for taking 

orders in a friendly manner, reporting orders to the kitchen and calculating the bills. 

Within the catering services there is a kitchen staff that is responsible for preparation of 

meals in fine dining  restaurant and causal dining restaurant. Therefore the quality of 

cook and all kitchen staff is considered as an important factor to successfully  operate 

the restaurant. 

Within the technical section are repairman and cleaning woman. The main task of 

repairman is to control and repair the technical equipment of the hotel. The cleaning 

women are responsible for cleaning the common areas such as corridors, halls and room 

for conferences. 

The wellness employees are responsible to provide customers the hotel wellness 

services such as massages, sauna and whirlpool adjustment.  
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2.1.2 Accommodation services  

Hotel’s interior so as the rooms will be after complete reconstruction stylized into style 

of the 20th century. About twenty-five luxury stylized rooms will be provided. A 

number of rooms will be situated in the second floor of the original building from the 

year of 1900, and the other rooms will be in situated in newer part of the building which 

was added in 1960s. Also, a single very spacious apartment will be available in third 

floor of the older part of the hotel. All of the rooms will be provided with private 

bathroom, will be non-smoking, and will fulfill all of the requirement of hotel in 

category of 4*. 

2.1.3 Catering services 

The hotel will have two restaurants located in the ground floor of the building. The 

capacity of the first restaurant will be 88 person and will be dedicated to fine dinning. 

The second restaurant will be used as places for breakfast and for casual dinning, the 

total capacity of the second restaurant will be 96 person. All meals will be prepared in 

the kitchen located under the ground floor which will be connected to restaurants by the 

elevator.  

Apart from the restaurants the hotel will offer to its guest two bars. The first bar will be 

located in the ground floor of the building with the capacity of 24 places. This bar will 

be mainly used as lobby bar for the guest with wide selection of alcohol drinks and 

cocktails. The second bar will have 72 available places and will be located in the first 

floor of the building. This bar will offer beside alcohol drinks a wide range of wines, 

moreover there will be a dance floor. According to bar’s proposition it will be possible 

to use it for private events. 
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2.1.4 Additional services 

As additional services hotel will offer wellness center to its guest nad public visitors. 

The center will be equipped with the two whirlpools, sauna and fitness for 20 person. 

The historical hall from 1900 is located on the ground floor of the building and will be 

dedicated to organizing balls, conferences or social events. The maximal capacity of the 

historical hall will be 190 person. Beside the hall there will be two room with the total 

capacity of 70 person. Both of the rooms will be dedicated to organization family 

celebrations, conferences or any social events. 

2.2 Strategic marketing analysis 

The strategic marketing analysis is used to analyze the environment of company. The 

SLEPT analysis is used to analyze the all macroeconomic factors that might have an 

impact on hotel. The Porter’s five forces analysis is used to determine the forces that 

influence  the competitive environment. 

2.2.1 SLEPT analysis 

The following SLEPT framework is used to analyze all macroeconomic factors of 

Czech Republic that might influence the hotel and its business. The factors according to 

the SLELPT framework are social, economical, legislative, political and technological.  

Social Factors 

The total population of Czech Republic achieved 10,6 million of people. According to 

age criteria Czech Republic is characterized by aging of population. The 15,7% of total 

population was  in 2017 represent by the group of people older than 65 years, moreover 

it is expected that group of this people achieve by 2050 the 28,6%. Compare to that the 

ratio of people in productive age between 15-64 years is decreasing. In 2017 the 65% of 
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population were in category of productive age and it is expected that by 2050 the 

percentage will decrease to 56,5%. As it is mentioned there is a trend of aging of 

population which might raise up opportunities how to adjust the hotel’s services or 

programming of packages to increase their attractiveness to older percentage of 

population (Czso.cz, 2018). 

The Czech Republic in the terms of education is characterized by the decrease of people 

with elementary education and increase of people with higher education. The number of 

absolving person  of universities achieved in 2018 around 72 000 students. The most of 

the Czech people prefer scientific, technical, engineering and mathematical fields. In 

general the level of education is increasing. In 2000 the category of people between 25 - 

34 years achieved high school education, in 2018 the same age category achieved higher 

education. The education of population is related to willingness to travel. People with 

higher education have generally higher salary and tend to spend more money on 

traveling. Therefore the education level of a concrete country is a key factor in the terms 

of travel and tourism industry (Czechinvest.org, 2019). 

The changes in lifestyle and trends are most significant in group of people between 

18-25 years  and are considered as the same among the whole Europeans in the same 

age category. In regards of decision making, the people who belong to this particular 

category prefer and value image, originality, and quality of services and products more 

in comparison to other important and key factors like price (Dixon, 2019). 

Furthermore the trend of environmental protection has increased. More people are 

interested in no package, plastic packages or renewable resources. In 2017 almost 84% 

of population in Czech Republic were considered as environmental friendly thinking 

(Stemmark.cz, 2019)An important and crucial finding is the fact that individuals 

belonging to group of 18-25 years old are likely to be more interested in design, 

originality, aesthetics and photogenicity of particular places. Regarding this finding, in 

order to make a beneficial deal for both parties, the marketing communication mix and 

services  should be adapted to these factors so that individuals of concrete group may be 

more attracted, and therefore their expectations and desires fulfilled.  
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Legislative factors 

The are numerous legislative measures in the tourism and hotel industry which 

influence the business in this industry. The legislative branch is creating the laws which 

regulates business in terms of labor laws, business laws, taxes and accounting. The law 

262/2006 Sb. Regulates the labor law, then commercial code 89/2012 Sb. and  trade co 

455/1991. Beside mentioned laws, hotel should follow and respect the criteria regarding  

the environmental protection, specifically waste sorting and reduction of consumption 

of energies nad water.  Furthermore it is required to follow law 133/1985 Sb. About fire 

protection. In general hotel must respect and follow all laws related to hotel industry. 

One of the key legislation beside the previously mentioned ones influences the 

marketing is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which was applied in 

2018.  The GDPR is applied on every subject that stores personal data of third parties. 

In general the purpose of GDPR is to protect digital rights of EU citizens. To follow 

GDPR law is the key to follow the guest’s privacy nevertheless the application of 

GDPR can increase the quality of customer’s database for marketing purposes 

(Uoou.cz, 2019). 

Economic factors 

The economic of Czech Republic is since 2014 growing and as it is illustrated in the 

table  the highest rate of growth of GDP was in the year 2015 by 5,3% from the year 

2014. The growth of economy is mainly influenced by increase of the household 

consumption, growth in employment and incomes.  

Table No.1:  GDP of Czech Republic 
(Sources: Czso.cz, 2019)  

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

GDP (mil. CZK) 4 313 789 4 595 783 4 767 990 5 047 267 5 304 386

GDP (%) 2,7 5,3 2,5 4,4 2,9
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The one of the key macroeconomic indicators is an unemployment rate. In the following 

table are presented values of an unemployment rate  in the time period  from the year 

2014 to 2018. The unemployment is perceived from the perspective on the Czech 

Republic  and Moravian-Silesian Region.  

Table No.2: Development of unemployment rate 
(Source: Czso.cz, 2019) 

From the perspective of the Czech Republic the positive trend of decreasing of 

unemployment can be seen since 2014. In the years 2017 and 2018 the unemployment 

rate reached the lowest historical level and was the lowest within the European Union 

countries. The one of reasons  of record low unemployment rates is the economic 

growth related to industry and services. Another reason is the trade relationship with the 

growing German economic and low wage level. 

The unemployment rate within the regions of Czech Republic significantly differs. The 

Moravian-Silesian Region has the highest unemployment  rate within the regions of 

Czech Republic. For instance the lowest unemployment rate is in the Pardubice region 

with the rate of 1,68% compare to 4,6% in the Moravian-Silesian region. The low 

unemployment rate within the Czech Republic can mean for the hotel the deficit of 

available  qualified workforce or the pressure on increasing wages.(Kurzy.cz, 2019) 

The average monthly gross wage is increasing as it is shown in the following table. The 

reasons of the increasing gross wage are the increasing economic prosperity of Czech 

Republic and the socialist left wing government. The government is concretely 

increasing wages in a public sphere, education and health service. Beside the increasing 

wages the employers should offer to its employees more benefits such as sick days in 

order to keep the job positions attractive. 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Unemployment CZ (%) 6,1 5,0 4,0 2,9 2,2

Unemployment MSR (%) 8,6 8,1 6,9 4,7 4,6
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The Moravian-Silesian Region is one of the regions within the Czech Republic with the 

lowest average monthly gross wage. For instance the highest rate of monthly gross 

wage is in the capital city Prague where the rate is 40 011 CZK. 

Table No.3 : Development of average gross wage 

(Source: kurzy.cz) 

Political factors 

From the political point of view it is an important factor the support of tourism by the 

government. In general the operation of tourism industry is directly depended on the 

conception of state tourism policy. The government stated in 2013 the new conception 

of state tourism policy for years 2014 to 2020. The main purpose of the conception is to 

increase the competitiveness of tourism and to maintain the economic performance of 

tourism industry  and its further development. The result of this system is an 

implementation of management system of tourism industry with long-term financing. In 

general the political and business conditions in Czech Republic support the tourism 

industry with grants and credits with preferable conditions. These conditions  can 

increase the attractiveness of tourism industry  to enter this industry (Mmr.cz, 2019). 

Another political factor is a stability of political system  mainly concerning arrival 

tourism. This factor is mainly important to foreign visitors while choosing their next 

destination. The Czech Republic is characterized with low criminality level and 

terrorism attack, good hygienic conditions and low risk of natural disasters. These 

factors make the Czech Republic one of the safest countries within European Union, 

and therefore it is an attractive country for foreigners to visit (Czso.cz, 2019). 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Av. gross wage CZ (CZK) 25 686 26 467 27 589 29 504 31 885

Av. gross wage MSR (CZK) 9 24 526 25 171 26 735 28 801
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The positive aspect for tourism in Czech Republic was the entrance in 2007 of Czech 

Republic into Schengen zone. The internal border were removed within the Schengen 

zone which enabled people to travel across borders without passports or visas. 

Technological 

The one of the key technological factors that has an influence on the hotel industry is  

increase in usage of internet in the terms of purchasing the products and services. The 

trend of using the internet to search information about traveling is through the years 

increasing. The following table displays  the total number of people using internet in 

order to search information about traveling. In addition, there are displayed data about 

users who buy accommodation services based on their gender, age, eduction or 

economic activity. Based on data  the from the table the people in age between 25 and 

54 years old use the internet  mostly in order to buy accommodation services. This 

group of people achieved in most cases secondary education with GCSE or higher 

education and are employed.  

Almost 8% of people buying the accommodation services use to order the stay in hotel 

directly the hotel’s website. The same number of people decide to book the hotel stay 

via the websites such as booking.com or trivago.com. 6% of people use to buy the 

accommodation through the website of travel agencies or discount portals. According to 

following findings the hotel should focus on a attractive design of the website and 

cooperation with websites such as booking.com, hotels.com or trivago.com. 
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Table no.4 : Usage of internet related to the tourism 

(Source: Czso.cz, 2019) 
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2.2.2  Evaluation of the SLEPT analysis 

Within the SLEPT analysis were identified factors that might influence the hotel from 

different aspects. The social factors that might influence the hotel were identified as 

aging of Czech population, increasing number of people with higher education and 

trends among the young people. The aging of the population might influence the hotel 

in the terms of needed adaptations of  provided services that would be attractive to the 

elder part of population. The increasing number of people with higher education is 

related to higher salaries which is for the hotel positive because people with higher 

salaries tend to spend more money on traveling. The trends that might influence the 

hotel is that young people consider as a important factor the design, image and quality 

of products instead of price and almost 84 % Czech consider themself as environmental 

friendly thinking.   

Within the legislative factors were stated that hotel has to follow all laws related to the 

hotel industry and furthermore to respect GDPR in order to protect the privacy of its 

customers.  

The economic factors with significant influence are the growth of the GDP and low 

unemployment rate. In the term of low unemployment rate the influence can be seen in 

the deficit of available  qualified workforce or the pressure on increasing wages.  

The political environment support the tourism industry by grants and credits that might 

increase the attractiveness to new companies that are willing to enter the tourism 

industry. Furthermore the political stability, low criminality level in Czech Republic 

positively influence mainly the arrival tourism.  

As an important technological factor was identified the increasing usage of internet in 

the terms searching information about traveling and buying the accommodation 

services. Therefore the hotel should focus on an attractive design of the website and 

cooperation with websites such as booking.com, hotels.com or trivago.com.  
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2.2.3 Porter’s five forces analysis 

The Porter’s five forces analysis is an another strategic tool which is necessary to 

identify the  competitive  environment of a company. The analysis is dedicated to state 

which forces have the most significant impact on the operation of company and its 

activities. 

Bargaining power of customers 

The bargaining power of customers is considered to be high, mainly for the following 

reasons. There  are numerous competitor hotels in the same category  in the area of 

Ostrava city with relatively same level of prices. It means that prices are not 

significantly differentiated which means to customers and easy shift to competitors 

hotels with no switching costs. 

The key factor is the price / quality ratio of the services provided by the customer. The 

hotel customer often expects a higher quality of service than he paid for. Another factor 

that influences the customer's strength is his awareness. Today, every potential customer 

has sufficient access to information and can judge which hotel is more suitable for him. 

Customers may require discounts on accommodation or loyalty bonuses. The high 

bargaining power of customers have an impact on marketing communication mix 

therefore it has to be adapted do meet the customers needs. 

Bargaining power of suppliers 

Reliable suppliers have a high share in the smooth operation of the hotel. Therefore the 

hotel will use the local suppliers such as local microbreweries or farmers from nearby. 

The reason is the saving of transport costs, but also the support of producers from the 

region. The hotel’s restaurants will be focus mainly on Czech cuisine therefore the 

quality local suppliers are important. 
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Even though the hotel will use especially locally produced raw materials is the 

bargaining power of suppliers low. The location of hotel which is closed to Beskydy 

mountain raises up opportunity to use the supply of local producers which is flexible. 

The threat of substitute products 

In the area of accommodation services there are a number of substitutions in Ostrava. 

There are many hotels available belonging  to the lower category, apartment houses, 

boarding houses or  hostels. Or There are several cultural centers in terms of 

conferences, balls. Therefore the threat of substitute products  

There is a  trend of  the  development of accommodation in ecological wooden houses, 

container  accommodation and shared rooms and airbnb. The future development of this 

kind of accommodations may become a potential threat and become substitute products 

(Propeller, 2018). 

The threat of new entrants  

In general the threat of new entrants into the hotel industry is not highly limited due to 

legislative and business conditions in the Czech Republic. As mentioned before in the 

analysis of political factors  the government supports the tourism industry by grants or 

credits with special conditions. Which is a positive factor for newly entered companies 

in hotel industry. 

Nevertheless the one of the barriers for entering the hotel industry are high capital 

investments and requirements on qualified workforce. The needed capital to establish 

hotel of 4* category raises up to millions of CZK. Furthermore the costs related to 

employees of hotel in this category are significantly high as well. 

The another  possible barrier to enter the hotel industry is the high level of competitors 

that have stable position on the market and customers. In the area of Ostrava city is low 

number of hotels in 4* category nevertheless there are 76 possibilities of 
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accommodation in different categories. The high number of competitors in industry has 

an indirect impact on profitability of concrete hotel.  

The competitive rivalry 

The analysis of the current competition consists of two parts, namely the analysis of 

competition and the analysis of the characteristics of the hotel market in Ostrava. The 

competition analysis is focused on hotels in the city of Ostrava, specifically the total 

number of accommodation facilities, their category, location, hotel services, hotel 

capacity, average room rates, room types and the rating of these accommodation 

facilities based on guests' experience. As a source of information regarding hotel 

ratings, internet portals are selected to deal with accommodation and obtain client 

feedback. Namely tripadvisor.cz and booking.com. The highest possible rating on these 

portals can be achieved with a 10 and 5 points. 

The total number of collective accommodation establishments for 2018 is in Ostrava 76 

with a total capacity of 2,790 rooms. There are no hotels in Ostrava in category 5 *. In 

category 4 * there are 8 hotels operating in Ostrava with a total capacity of 860 rooms. 

Category 3 * is the most common among accommodation facilities, the total number of 

accommodation facilities in this category is 24 with a total capacity of 625 rooms 

Czso.cz, 2019).  As the hotel to be dealt with in this diploma thesis will fall into the 

category 4 *, the competition analysis will deal with this category of hotels as they are 

considered as direct competition. 

• Imperial hotel Ostrava 

The hotel Imperial Ostrava is situated close to the center of Ostrava city and is one of 

the best known hotels in Ostrava. The total capacity of hotel is 155 rooms that are 

available in four different price ranges: 
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• comfort: 2 020,- CZK,  

• business: 2 200,- CZK,  

• executive: 3 367,- CZK, 

• apartma: 4 167,- CZK. 

The hotel's restaurant and cafeteria has a total capacity for 90 persons and provides 

international cuisine. Hotel offers nine  conference rooms for up to 350 persons. In 

addition, hotel offers fitness center, laundry service, room service, parking in 

underground garage with carwash, casino  and swimming pool. The extra offers are in 

form of  10 % discount on early booking or packages for couples. 

The Imperial hotel Ostrava achieved the rating on booking.com 8,6 out 10 possible 

points. The users of tripadvisor.com rated the hotel 4 points out of 5. Generally is the 

hotel positively ranked by its customers. 

• Quality hotel Ostrava 

The Quality hotel Ostrava was opened in 2008 and is located 1,4 km from the city 

center. The capacity of hotel is 185 rooms that are available in following categories: 

• standard: 1837,- CZK, 

• superior: 2806,- CZK, 

• junior Suite 3323,- CZK. 

The restaurant's capacity is 110 persons, nevertheless it can be extended by 40 person 

during the summer season.  The hotel cuisine is specialized in preparation of traditional 

Czech meals. The hotel also provides 6 conference rooms with capacity up to 280 

persons.  The facility of hotel is equipped with fitness center, wellness center , parking 

slot for 100 cars, bike rental, concierge, charging station for electric cars, wheelchair 

accessible rooms, laundry service. The customer can get the 10 % discount for early 

booking or 15% discounts on stay longer than 3 nights.  
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The Quality hotel Ostrava achieved high rating on both websites. The users of 

booking.com rated Quality hotel with 8,9 points out of 10. The rating on 

tripadvisor.com  achieved 4,5 points out of 5 possible. 

• Brioni Boutique Hotel 

The Brioni Boutique hotel is strategically located right in the Center of Ostrava on 

Stodolní street which is know for the night life. The hotel has 50 rooms in four different 

price categories: 

• comfort  1 171,- CZK, 

• deluxe 1 941,- CZK, 

• junior suite 2 221,- CZK, 

• attic luxury suite 2 966 ,- CZK. 

The hotel's restaurant is mainly dedicated for serving the breakfast and is characterized 

by the over 100 years old design. Furthermore there is a lobby bar which is opened 24/7 

and 3 conference rooms for up to 100 persons. Hotel is equipped with sauna, laundry 

service and provides massage service. The Brioni Boutique provides to its customers 

two kinds of packages. The first package includes 40 % discount  on weekend stay, 

breakfast and entrance to sauna. The second package is a romantic stay for couples 

which includes  15% discount and bottle of champagne. Moreover hotel offers long 

term rental. 

The Brioni Boutique hotel achieved the lowest rating between the competitive hotels in 

Ostrava. Users of booking.com rated the hotel by 7,9 points out of 10. The 3,5 points 

out of 5 were given by the users of tripadvisor.com. 
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• Clarion Congress Hotel 

The Clarion Congress hotel is located approximately 4km from the center of Ostrava 

city. The hotel capacity is 169 modern rooms that are available in the three different 

price categories: 

• standard 1686,- CZK, 

• superior 2072,- CZK, 

• apartment 3294,- CZK. 

The hotel has two restaurants and one lobby with total capacity of 150 persons. The 

hotel’s specialization is in organization of conference, therefore has 11 conference 

rooms for up to 900 persons. Furthermore hotel provides to its guests  wellness center, 

fitness center and massage service. According to targeting on business clients is hotel 

offering business package that includes 20 % discount on stay longer than 3 nights. 

• Jan Maria 

The Jan Maria is according to its location furthest from the center of Ostrava. The total 

capity is only 22 rooms that are available in the three categories: 

• single bedroom 2200,- CZK, 

• double bedroom 2600,- CZK, 

• apartment 3400,- CZK. 

The restaurant has capacity for 60 persons, furthermore is hotel focusing on 

organization of weddings. The facility of hotel is equipped with wellness center, fitness 

center, private whirlpool, bowling, sports ground, wine cellar and outdoor seating for 40 

person. The hotel offers package for couples that includes 5 course dinner. 

The Jan Maria hotel achieved high level of rating on both websites. Users of  

booking.com rated this hotel with 8,9 points out of 10 and users of tripadvisor.com  

were satisfied with the hotel and rated it with 4,5 points out of 5. 
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• Mercure Ostrava Center 

The Mercure Ostrava hotel is located close to the city center and has the total capacity 

of 139 rooms that are available in the three price categories: 

• standard  1484,- CZK, 

• privilege superior 2047,- CZK, 

• privilege Suite 2697,- CZK. 

Hotel’s restaurant is characterized by its modern design and has a capacity for 100 

persons. The hotel offers 5 conference rooms for organization of wedding, social events 

and conferences. As an extra service hotel provides the wine shop, wellness center, 

fitness center and bike rental. Compare to the other competitors this hotel does not offer 

any special packages. 

The hotel achieved a rating on booking.com of 9 points out of 10 possible and on the 

tripadvisor.com 4,5 out of 5 points.  

• Ruby Blue 

The building of Ruby Blue is specific by its modern design and is located on the 

Stodolní street. The hotel in total offers 16 room in the two price categories: 

• standard 1421,- CZK, 

• business 1830,- CZK. 

The hotel’s restaurant is dedicated to Italian cuisine and offers space for 120 persons, 

furthermore there is a private lounge for 50 person. Hotel provides to its guest parking 

place, concierge, room service, laundry service and translation services. There are three 

kinds of packages in hotel offer. The first one includes weekend stay for 3 nights in 

value of two nights, free dinner and 10% in lobby bar. The second package provides 

25% discount on reservation which is 21 days in advance. The third package is called 

business package and includes free parking, welcome drink and free dinner. 
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The achieved rating on booking.com is 8,4 points out of 10 points and users of 

tripadvisor.com rated the hotel by 4 points out of 5. 

• Best Western Hotel Vista 

The Best Wester Hotel Vista is located approximately 5km from the center of Ostrava 

city. The hotel has capacity of 83 rooms that are available in the three price categories: 

• comfort 1673,- CZK, 

•  business 1930,- CZK, 

•  deluxe 2237,- CZK. 

The hotel facility provides restaurant with international cuisine and boutique bar with 

wide selection of alcohol. There are 5 conference rooms with capacity up to 405 person. 

The package include 10 % during the weekends on consumption in hotel’s bar and 

restaurant. The hotel offers a package for motorbike riders that include garage parking 

with online cameras so the customers can see his motorbike up to is needs.  

The hotel achieved rating of 8,5 points out of 10 on booking.com and users of 

tripadvisor.com gave the rating of 4 points out of 5 possible. 

2.2.4 Evaluation of Porter’s five forces analysis 

Based on the analysis of Porters’s five forces framework were identified the key forces 

and their impact on the hotel. According to the competitive rivalry were identified 8 

hotels in area of Ostrava city in 4* category. The hotel in higher category of 5* was not 

identified in the selected area. All competitive hotels are well-established a long 

presence on the market. Therefore the competitive rivalry is considered as high.  

The legal and business environment of Czech Republic does not put any significant 

barriers to enter the hotel industry. Quite the contrary the government supports the 

tourism industry by grants and credits  with favorable conditions.  
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As threat of substitutes products was identified the trend of alternative opportunities of 

accommodations such as accommodations in wooden houses or containers. From the 

future perspective can this kind of accommodation mean a threat a become a substitute 

product to hotels.  

Beside the using only local suppliers respectively producers is the bargaining power 

suppliers identified as low. The power of supplier is limited by the location of the 

hotel’s building which is close the Beskydy mountain where is a great choice of local 

producers that can flexibly supply the hotel. The bargaining power of customers is 

considered as high mainly because there are no switching costs and prices of hotels in 

Ostrava are not significantly differentiated. Therefore it is required to adapt 

communication mix to concrete segments of customers.  

2.3 SWOT analysis 

The following tables illustrated the results of the SWOT analysis. The results are further 

described in this chapter. 

Tab no. 5: SWOT analysis 

(Source: author) 

Strenghts Weaknesses 

• reconstructed building  

• location close to the center 

• attractive historical building 

• fine dining restaurant 

• attractive halls 

• capacity of restaurants

• low capacity of hotel rooms 

• without outdoor seating 

• low capacity of car parking

Opportunities Threats

• application of new technologies 

• different types of cooperation 

• traffic availability  

• the key employees leave the job 

• decline in tourism 

• entrance of new competitor  

• legislative factors
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As a strength is identified mainly the building which will be newly reconstructed  and 

its historical character and design of the rooms. Hotel will offer to its guests a fine 

dining restaurant which is absent in the area of Ostrava. Out of the rooms which are 

dedicated to holding the social events, and conferences, in hotel is situated an attractive 

historical hall, which stands out in its unique characteristics which are not available in 

the whole city of Ostrava, but this hotel. Also, the location of hotel may be considered 

as a strength due to its closeness to the city centre ad the Stodolní street. 

Low capacity of accommodation in comparison to the competitive hotels in Ostrava 

may be perceived as one of the significant weaknesses. The layout of the building does 

not give a possibility to create a outdoor seating which might be welcomed during the 

summer months. Last weakness identified is the hotel’s limited parking space, therefore 

the hotel is able to offer space for approximately 40 cars. The competitive hotels  in 

Ostrava have the capacity of car parking significantly higher and some of them offer 

them  underground covered parking with carwash.  

Opportunities can be illustrated in  following the  trends in smart technologies and 

applying them into operation of the hotel. Nevertheless, the key opportunity is identified 

as establishment of different kinds of cooperation. For instance with the festivals, 

theaters, points of interest or fairs. The location of the hotel is consider as an 

advantageous, the hotel is located close to the exit from highway that leads from Brno 

and Poland.  

The  one of threats that might influence the hotel are the key employees and their 

decision to leave the job. According to low unemployment  rate the hotel might find 

challenging to find new qualified workforce. The economic situation is considered as 

another threat that might cause the decline in tourism. Last but not least the legislative 

and business environment are supporting the tourism and hotel industry therefore the 

entrance of new competitors is considered as one of the possible threats. The legislative 

factors are considered as thread because the hotel building is over 100 years old and is 

protected by the law. As the result of these legislative measures, the owner is not able to 

increase the room capacity of the hotel. 
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 3 Proposals and contribution 

The chapter of proposal and contribution is dedicated to set all of the necessary steps to 

propose a suitable marketing strategy. First part of this chapter is focused on setting of 

the marketing goals, followed by the identification of potential groups of costumers. 

Second part pays attention to the setting up the suitable marketing mix for target groups 

of customers so as the proposal of marketing communication mix. Lastly, the proposal 

of concrete marketing strategy will be summarized. 

3.1 Marketing goals 

The marketing goals are stated with respect to the fact that hotel is new to the market 

and will be opened in the future. In the time period from the year 2021 when the grand 

opening is planed to 2026 is the main vision of hotel to have stable position on the 

market and loyal range of customers.  From the business point of view according to 

provided information by the owner of the hotel, the average yearly usage of hotel 

accommodation services has to be over 29%, otherwise the hotel will be in loss.  

Based on the vision for years 2021 to 2025 and business  requirements, the marketing 

goals should identify the target segments of costumers, moreover, the services should be 

adapted to their needs and desires. Therefore the marketing will be based on 

individualization, sales support of packages that will hotel offer and communication 

with past and potential hosts. 

3.2 Segmentation 

Within the process of market segmentation are chosen four following segmentation 

criteria.  The first criteria is segmentation based on the geography, the second criteria is 

demographically related, third segmentation is focused the socioeconomic criteria. In 

addition, within the segments are identified the size of the segment and its 

characteristics. 
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Geographic segmenation  

The geographic segmentation examines the residents of countries that mostly visit the 

Czech Republic. Furthermore are examined concrete behavioral characteristics  that are 

related to the geographic location. 

In 2018 the total number of visitors of Moravian-Silesian Region was 985 785 which 

spend in this region 2 752 191 overnight stays. From the geographical point of view the 

highest share of visitors were from Czech Republic, concretely  773 173 which spend in 

hotels of this region 2 234 243 overnight stays.  

The total number of visitors of Czech Republic from Slovakia was in 2018 the 730 954 

guest who spent 1 451 319 overnight stays. The are mostly coming from Bratislava and 

from the western part of  the country. Within the Moravian Silesian Region the total 

number of visitors was 45 757 who spent 96 180 overnight stays. The Slovaks are  

usually motivated to travel to Czech Republic because of cultural similarities, history 

and younger generation mostly because of gastro-tourism and festivals. People within 

the Slovakia consider the price as key decision criteria, quality is not consider as much 

important. The cultural aspects that should be taken into account are  that Slovak 

consider a family as a highest priority and furthermore they emphasis on personal 

relationships.  They prefer to make reservation of hotel stays individually by using 

internet and online travel agencies (Czechtourism.cz, 2019). 

The 620 495 visitors from Poland visited the Czech Republic and spent there 1 300 101 

overnight stays. The guest from Poland are coming mostly from cities Wroclaw, 

Katowice, Opole, Warszawa, Bialsko-Biala and Krakow.  Within the Moravian-Silesian 

region the  45 241 people visited the region and spent there 90 987 overnight stays. The 

main motivation to visit the Czech Republic is the well developed infrastructure and the 

historically interesting place. The younger generation travel to Czech Republic because 

of gastro-tourism, music festivals or Christmas markets. Generally people from Poland 

tend to use 3* hotels instead of 4* hotels and  prefer to use booking.com to order stays 

in the hotels. Poles during their holiday often expect to discover new and unusual 

places. The cultural aspect that should be taken into account are the highly Catholic 
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society, national pride and negative attitude towards absence of polish language 

mutation within the promotion materials of hotel’s services (Czechtourism.cz, 2019). 

Demographic segmentation 

The first demographic segment is described as an economically active women and man 

in age between 20 and 34 years old. From the point of  life cycle , the segment is 

characterized as young people, young couples without children  and young families with 

children less than 6 years old. The size of this segment within the Czech Republic 

according to age group achieved  1 882 691 people (Czso.cz, 2019).Within the Poland 

the total number of people in this age segment is 11 179 700 people (stat.gov.pl, 

2019).The segment of people between 20-34 years old within the Slovakia is 1 117 902 

people (Statdat.statistics.sk, 2019). 

The second segment are also economically active woman and man in age range between 

35 to 54 years old. Within the life cycle of the family cycle is the segment characterized 

as elder couples, married couples with children older than 6 years and married couples 

with grown-up children. The total size of this segment within the Czech Republic  is 2 

037 936 persons Czso.cz, 2019). Within the Poland there are 10 138 900 people that 

meet the age category requirements (stat.gov.pl, 2019). The size of the segment within 

the Slovakia is 1 624 347 people (Statdat.statistics.sk, 2019). 

Socioecomic segmentation  

Within the socioeconomic segmentation are selected  the four groups of  occupation 

according to ISCO-08.  

The first socioeconomic segment according to occupation by  ISCO-08 are managers. 

The managers are characterized as persons that  plan, control, coordinate and evaluate 

the overall activities of companies and governments. Within the major group of 

managers there are typical positions such as: 
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• chief executives, 

• senior officials and legislators, 

• administrative and commercial managers, 

• production and specialized services managers, 

• hospitality, retail and other services managers. 

The second segment is according to occupation characterized as professionals. The 

person that increases the existing stock of knowledge and applying scientific or artistic 

approaches. The professional’s task included activities such as conducting analysis, 

developing concepts, advising on  or applying existing knowledge related to science or 

social sciences. Within the major group of professionals the typical sub-major groups of 

occupation are: 

• science and engineering professionals , 

• health professionals, 

• teaching professionals, 

• business and administration professionals,  

• Information and communication technology professionals, 

• legal, social and cultural professionals. 

The technicians and associate professionals are another group. The employees within 

this group usually perform technical and related task connected with research and 

application of scientific concepts and operational methods. The occupations according 

to major group are classified into the following sub-major groups: 

• science and engineering associate professionals, 

• health associate professionals, 
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• business and administration associate professionals, 

• legal, social, cultural and related associate professionals, 

• information and communication technicians. 

The last segment are the craft and related trades workers. Employees in this groups 

typically apply a specific technical and practical knowledge and skills to construct and 

maintain buildings, from different types of metals, set machine tools and repair them 

and other task carried out by hand and hand-power ant other tools. Within the major 

group of craft and rated trade workers is group classified into the following sub-major 

groups: 

• building and related trades workers, excluding electricians, 

• metal, machinery and related trades workers, 

• handicraft and printing workers, 

• electrical and electronic trades workers, 

• food processing, wood working, garment and other craft and related trades 

workers (Ilo.org, 2019). 

3.3 Targeting 

From the geographical point of view, are selected the markets within the area of the 

Czech Republic, and Poland. The reasons are the attractiveness and the size of the 

market and the fact that the most of the people coming to Moravian-Silesian region  are 

residents of these two countries. The concrete customer is  characterized as woman or 

man  who is between 20 to 54 years old. In the terms of life cycle are considered 

individuals, young couples, young families without children, families with children less 

or more than 6 years old and married couples with grown-up children. The typical 

potential customers within the target segment works on managerial, professional 
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position or as technicians and associate professionals. The purpose of the stay is leisure 

or a business trip. 

3.4 Positioning  

The hotel Polský Dům wants to differ from its competitors by providing high quality of 

services with the higher prices and individual approach to the customer's needs. The 

main characteristic that differ the hotel is the Art Noveau design, historical hall and fine 

dining restaurant. The interior itself aims to evoke emotions of a  historical luxury place 

with high technology elements. Whereas the fine dining restaurant wants evoke the 

emotions of fine meals prepared from the local sources and a place dedicated for special 

occasions.  

3.5 Marketing mix 

The process of statement of the marketing mix is based on the previously stated 

marketing goals and concrete target group of customers. Generally is marketing mix and 

its components adjusted with respect to the current dispositions of the hotel a to attract 

and be suitable to concrete target segment of the customers.   

3.5.1 Product 

In general, the hotel Polský Dům will provide its guest in general three kinds of 

services, the accommodations services, catering services and additional services. Within 

the accommodation services hotel will offer to its guest three type types of rooms that 

are differentiated by the price, size and equipment. The total capacity of hotel rooms is 

limited to twenty-five rooms, due to the fact  that the building of the hotel is over one 

hundred  years old and is protected by the law.  
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The hotel’s room design will be stylized in the Art Nouveau with the high technologic 

features. The first type of hotel room is the Standard room which is  basic offered room, 

the total number of Standard rooms are twelve. The twelve Deluxe rooms will be 

available as well. The hotel will have only one apartment due to characteristics of 

building. The apartment beside the standard equipment will be equipped with whirlpool 

and fireplace. 

The catering services will be provided  in two hotels restaurants and two bars. The first 

restaurant’s capacity will be eighty-eight places to sit. The restaurant will be focused on 

fine dining and the meals will be prepared mainly from the local suppliers, nevertheless 

customers will have a choice  of  the international cuisine as well. The second restaurant 

will be more focused on casual dining and to serve breakfasts. The breakfasts will be 

buffet served, however there will  be  a la carte menu, including soft and hot drinks. The 

first bar will be located by the reception of the hotel and its capacity will be 24 person. 

The bar will offer a wide range of alcoholic drinks and cocktails. The second bar will be 

located in the first floor and its capacity will be 72 person. Beside the wide range of 

wine and alcoholic drinks, there will be a dance floor. The guests of the bar will enjoy 

every night lounge music. The bar will be available for private events or celebrations.  

The hotel will offer a wide range of additional services such as organizing social events, 

conferences, celebrations  or  weddings. The hotel has a historical hall with capacity for 

184 persons. The hall is characterized by its Art Noveu style with stage and side 

balconies. The main hall will be available to organizing balls, conferences or weddings. 

Furthermore there are two more rooms with the total capacity of 70 persons that will be 

used for organizing private celebrations, meetings or conferences. All rooms will be 

equipped with the sounds systems, microphones, data projectors and all required 

equipment to meet requirements of holding the conferences. The catering services will 

be available as well. Beside the hall and rooms for conferences will hotel offer 

additional services such as wellness center, electric bike rental, charging station for 

electric cars, hotel taxi, laundry, concierge, car park. 
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3.5.2 Price 

The price for accommodation services is stated based on the prices of competitive hotels 

in the same category within the city Ostrava. The following table displays average 

prices per night during the year. 

Table no.6: Average price per night 

(Source: author) 

Each of the rooms will be offered as one bedroom or double bedroom.  The price differs 

according to the type of the room and bedroom propositions.  The  prices are stated in 

the range starting from 1 800,- CZK for Standard room up to 4 100,- CZK for 

Apartment. 

The following table illustrates the prices per hour of rooms that will be used to hold 

social events. The rental of the sounds systems, microphones and data projectors are 

included in the price. 

Table no.7: Congress rooms prices 

(Source: author) 

Type of the room Number of Beds Average price per night (CZK)

Standard one bedroom 1 800

Standard double bedroom 2 100

Deluxe one bedroom 2 500

Deluxe double bedroom 2 800

Apartment one bedroom 3 700

Apartment double bedroom 4 100

Type of the room Capacity (persons) Price per hour (CZK)

The hall 180 3 500

Room 1 50 2 000

Room 2 20 1 000
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The following table provides information regarding the prices of chosen additional 

services such as rental electric bike, wellness, car parking fee and taxi. 

Table no.8: Prices of chosen additional services 

(Source: author) 

The following table displays all prices for the packages that hotel will offer to its clients. 

The price of the festival package will be stated according to type of the festival, duration 

of the festival and if the client want the VIP tickets or standards tickets. 

Table no.9 : Prices of packages 

(Source: author) 

3.5.3 Place 

The direct distribution will be based o interaction between the hotel’s staff and the hotel 

guests. For instance the restaurant’s staff can offer to guest coffee or desert. At the 

reception desk will staff offer packages of services. There will be possibility to directly 

Type of service Price

Electric bike rental 1500 CZK/ day

Wellness 400 CZK/ Person

Car parking 200 CZK/ day

Taxi 15 CZK/ Km

Package Price (CZK)

Bed&Breakfast 1 900

Romantic 7 000

Activity 5 000

Ostrava 6 000

Relax 5500

Festival according to the type of festival
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buy a stay and packages on hotel’s website. Therefore the attractive and modern design 

of the website is required. Another aspect of the hotel’s webpage are the language 

version such as English and Polish. Furthermore the button which links the guest to 

direct reservation has to be clearly visible and to attract the customer’s attention. The 

process of reservation within the hotel’s website should be fast and within the two steps.  

Regarding the indirect distribution, it is proposed to add hotel to international 

reservation systems that are called OTA - Online Travel Agency. The probably mostly 

used agencies are booking.com and hotels.com. Since OTA  is widely recognised and 

used by numbers of clients across the whole world, it is creating an advantageous 

position for the  all of the hotel owners. On the other hand, it does create a disadvantage 

as well. For instance, as disadvantage of using OTA is considered to be the commission 

that the hotel has to pay for each sold room on these online agencies. Within the 

Booking is the amount of commission between 10% to 25% depending on type of the 

accommodation or location. 

The another option of indirect distribution is to add the hotel and its services on the 

website tripadvisor.com. The Tripadvisor is one of the mostly used portals dedicated to 

the  reviews of hotels and restaurants around the world. The basic version of Tripadvisor 

is free nevertheless the website offers paid services such as sponsored placement in 

results of searches on tripadvisor.com or possibility to use Tripadvisor as intermediate to 

book the hotel’s rooms. 

3.5.4 Promotion 

From the promotion point of view there is a communication mix which is based on 

market segmentation and its aim is to increase the interest in hotel’s services and to 

stimulate the customers to buy the services. The marketing communication mix is 

described  more in detailed in the chapter 4.6. 
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3.5.5 People 

The hotel will have in the first years of existence around thirty employees on different 

job positions. The hotel staff come into direct interaction with the hotel’s guests 

therefore the professional behavior is required. All of hotel’s staff will have a 

representative uniforms that will adequate to hotel design and conception. The key 

factor is the selection of reception employees because they are  the first who come with 

interactions whit guests and make the most important first impression. Therefore it is 

required that receptionists speaks Polish and English , to control the stress and critical 

situations because the hotel’s guest are not always amiable. According to the class of the 

hotel it  is evident that customers will expect a concrete level and quality of services 

therefore the development and education of hotel’s employees is required in order to 

provide quality services. 

The care about employees is also an important factor therefore the hotel management 

will prepare and informal interview on monthly basis in order to ask employees about 

comments to hotel and how satisfy are they. The hotel will provide to its staff a benefits 

such as discounts on accommodation, restaurants services or wellness procedures. 

3.5.6 Partnership 

The possible partnership can be established with operators of  the different points of 

interest  and culturally interesting places within the area of Ostrava city. As an example 

of points of interest can be mentioned museums such as Dolní Oblast Vitkovice or 

Landek Park. This kind of partnership can result in the better prices of entrances fees  

for the hotel’s guest and to promote the hotel services in such a places. Another possible 

partnership can be established between local breweries such as Beskydský Pivovárek, 

located in the Beskydy mountain which are located approximately  thirty kilometers 

from Ostrava. The cooperation can be done on excursion basis to let the hotel’s guest 

experience the process of production of beer. 
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The possible partnership with travel agencies is not considered as attractive as it used to 

be in the past years. The usage of travel agencies is decreasing due to increased usage of 

website that are offering hotels all around the world with the possibility to see all hotel 

features and reviews contributed by the real guests. 

3.5.7 Packaging  and Programming 

The hotel will offer to its customers a possibility to buy a special service packages. The 

each packaging is design to be an attractive to chosen  target market segments. Each 

package will differ from each other by the range of the included services and prices. 

Bed&breakfast  

This package will be targeting the business clients who come to Ostrava because of 

business meeting and are willing to spend here one night. Therefore the package will 

include: 

• 1 night in Standard room, 

• breakfast, 

• car parking. 

The Romantic package  

The romantic package will be targeting couples and married couples. Within the 

package will customers get a following range of services: 

• 2 nights for 2 person in apartment, 

• bottle of  sparkling wine,  

• the private wellness for one hour, 

• breakfast to the room,  
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• 5 courses menu with paired wines 5, 

• car parking. 

Activity  package 

This package will target a group of customer who wants to enjoy the atmosphere of 

Ostrava city and to explore the beauties of Beskydy mountains. The package will offer a 

following range of services: 

• 2 nights for 2 person in Deluxe room, 

• rental of 2 electric bikes equipped with navigation, 

• 2 helmets, 

• car parking, 

• Shuttle service from hotel  to the four locations (Ostravice, Frýdlant nad Ostravicí, 

Čeladná, Pustevny) based on the guest’s requirements, 

• shuttle service back to the hotel. 

The Ostrava package  

The package will target guests and families with children that are interested in 

observing the area of Ostrava city. The package will include the entrance fees and 

following services:  

• 3 nights in Standard room, 

• 3 breakfasts, 

• car parking, 

• shuttle servis. 
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There will be a option to visit the following points of interest and the price will be 

included in  the package: 

• Dolní Vitkovice, 

• Landek Park, 

• Zoo Ostrava, 

• Silesian-Ostrava Castle, 

• Byskydský pivovarek. 

Relax package 

The relax package will target on segment of  people in age 40-54  years old that want to 

spend a relaxing stay in Ostrava therefore the package will include: 

• 2 nights in deluxe room, 

• 2 h of private wellness, 

• 2 massages, 

• breakfast, 

• dinner, 

• car parking. 

The festival package 

The festival package will target the customers within the 20 to 34 years old. The 

package will be focused on festivals and cultural events in Ostrava such as NATO days, 

Color music festival or Beats for love that are visited by thousands of people every year. 

The festival package will be based more on individual basis but in general will included 

following services: 
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• number of nights in Standard room based on the duration of festival, 

• shuttle service to and back from the festival, 

• tickets on festival. 

3.6 Communication mix 

The communication mix as part of the marketing mix is adjusted to the concrete 

services and to be be an effective in communication with the target segment of the 

customers. Furthermore are stated media used for advertising the hotel services that will 

cover the target segment and supported steps needed to support the sale of the services. 

3.6.1 Personal selling 

The one of the advantages of personal selling is the direct contact with customers, 

immediate customer’s feedback and individual communication.  

The personal selling of hotel services will be done by concrete employees in different 

hotel areas. In such a case the importance will be emphasized on building the 

customer’s trust in hotel and its employees. For example if the hotel’s customer does not 

understand the product or complains about the quality of the services  a salesperson can 

react directly and make adjustments. In order to build the trust, the hotel employees 

have to be  qualified and be in every situation professional. 

3.6.2 Advetising  

The advertising is based on concrete market segments in order to use appropriate media 

to attract potential customers. 
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Influencers 

The advertising through the influencers can be used for Czech Republic as well as for 

Poland. The advertising by using influencers will mainly target group of people in range 

between 20-34 years old. The influencers advertising is based on using the social media 

and the people in such a group age are using this media on daily basis. The influencers 

are persons with a strong presence on the social sites such as Instagram and have an 

opportunity to influence wide range of people. It is suggested to establish the 

cooperation with Czech and Polish influencer who has more than 50 000 followers. 

Within the cooperation the hotel will offer to the influencer the stay in the hotel with all 

services. In return will influencer share on profile photographs , videos from the stay. 

Furthermore can add a contest on Instagram profile where the main price will be a 

dinner in hotel’s restaurant.  

Social media 

According to findings that Poles negatively react to absence of  hotel information in 

Polish language it is recommended that all of the posts on social media should be beside 

Czech language also available in Polish. Within the social site it is recommend to use 

advertising on Facebook or Instagram. The first step is to create a hotel’s Facebook 

profile where the hotel will share photos, information about time limited offers on daily 

basis. The advantage of using Facebook advertising is that it offers possibility to target 

the advertisement based on the location of potential customers, age group, gender or 

people who are engaged or married.  

Within the Instagram site it is proposed to create a business profile which enables to see 

the audience of the advertising in the terms of geographical location, age, gender and to 

set up the budget for a concrete post. The advertising on Instagram will be based on 

sharing the photos and hotel’s specific offers. Under the chosen photography will be a 

button which will be used to interact with the user to visit the website of hotel or to buy 

a services. The advertising in Instagram stories is recommenced as well. This type of 
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advertising is placed into news feed of every user and fits to organic content of 

Instagram. The Instagram stories advertising is limited by the duration of 15 seconds 

and text can not exceed  190 words. In such a case there is an importance of podcast 

music that will attract the viewers attention and not to skip to another posts. The logo of 

the hotel should be placed in the first seconds of the video in order to build the 

awareness.  

At least but not last the cooperation with a Instagram profiles that focus on traveling, 

hotels and restaurants can be established. This cooperation would work on same basis as 

an adverting by influencers. Furthermore, hotel can make a contest among the users 

which will be based on sharing the posts with the hotel’s hashtag and the post with 

highest number of likes will win a one night stay in the hotel. 

PPC  

The Pay per Click (PPC) advertising is an another option of promoting the hotel and its 

services on the internet. The advantage is in fact that the hotel will pay for the 

advertising only in case that the user of internet clicks on the advertisement. Another 

advantage is in possibility to measure the results of concrete campaigns and to set 

concrete budget. Within the Pay Per Click it is recommended to use systems such as 

SKLIK and Google adds. The SKLIK is a Czech system run by the popular internet 

search engine seznam.cz.  The usage of Pay per Click requires a suitable choice of key 

words that potential customers search on seznam.cz or google.com. The keywords 

should be adapted to Polish and English language. The key words in a such case can for 

instance be: 

• hotel Ostrava, 

• accomodation Ostrava, 

• weekend stay in Ostrava, 

• congress Ostrava, 
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• relax Ostrava, 

• fine dining Ostrava. 

Banners 

The usage of internet banners is consider as another option of advertising on the 

internet. The banners are static pictures that aim to visually attract the attention and can 

reach wide range of users. The banners are proposed to use for limited time offers or 

packages of services. As a example can be a usage of banners before the cultural events 

in Ostrava. The banners should be available in Polish language can hold the  sing 

“Going to Colors Festival?” or “Romantic stay for two”. 

Billboards 

The billboards advertisement can be placed on different places around the are of 

Ostrava city and close the borders with Czech Republic. Every billboard can promote 

the hotel or the services such as fine dining restaurant, wellness and package of services. 

Video 

The video marketing is becoming popular therefore it is recommended to create a 

presentation video of hotel. The video has to be professional and should contain the 

presentation of hotel’s building and its history followed by the presentation of interior 

and services. The aim of the video is to create emotions and feeling of a luxury place 

with an individual approach to its customers.  
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3.6.3 Public relations 

The main aim of public relations is to build a positive image about the hotel because it 

is a one of the key elements to be successful. 

The one of the trends that have influence on  public relations is a story telling. By 

publishing the interesting story can increase the awareness of the people about the hotel. 

The story has to be relevant and according to information has to be worth to share. For 

instance hotel during the opening can share the story about the history of the hotel 

supported by the historical pictures and the process of reconstruction up the point of 

finished building. Another  worth story to tell can be holding the opening beneficial ball 

with cooperation children’s hospital. According to findings from the SLEPT analysis, 

the most of the people in the Czech Republic are environmental friendly thinking. 

Therefore the hotel should inform the public about the charging stations for electric cars 

and using the recycled materials in hotel. 

To share the stories can hotel use the press, Facebook or Youtube. Within the news 

paper can hotel contact the local press to write an article about important events. By 

using Facebook should hotel post the written story with added photographs and be ready 

to answer comments or questions that might positive either negative. 

The Google Alerts can be a helpful tool which is free to use. This tool is based on 

sending hotel an email whenever is online reference. By using the Google Alerts can 

hotel easily track where was the hotel mentioned on the internet if the in the positive or 

negative way. Generally by using Google Alerts can hotel better manage the publicity 

which it receives. 

3.6.4 Sales promotion  

The sales promotion can be done by participating on food festivals within the are of  

Czech Republic and Poland. For instance one of the largest gastro exhibition in Poland 

is the Polagra Gastro and within the Czech Republic is the international Top Gastro & 

Hotel exhibition.  According to fact that hotel will offer a fine dining and casual dining 
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restaurants the participation on such a festival can increase the awareness of restaurant 

within the Czech Republic  and Poland and further to build a name of the hotel among 

the wide range of people. 

The loyalty programs will be one of the tools used for sales promotions. In principle the 

loyalty program will have a three levels and each level will differ by the range of 

rewards. The entry level will be called a Silver membership and guest will have to earn 

50 points which means 10 points per one night in the hotel. The 200 points are required 

to unlock the Gold membership card and for the Platinum membership are required 350 

points. The discounts in loyalty programs will start from 5% to 15%. Every time when 

customers achieve the half of the required points will be informed by the email about 

the count of the points and rewards. The rewards that customer receive after achieving 

the half of the required points can be voucher for dinner, complimentary drink on the 

bar, bottle of champagne, tickets to theatre, free upgrade of the room during next stay or 

free night. 

The program Early bird will be based on providing discounts for reservation that are 

made in advance. The discount of 20% will receive every customer that make 

reservation and payment of accommodation services at least 20 days in advance. 

Another option can be a surprise gift for reservation of Romantic package in advance. 

For instance it can be a free flowers or tickets to theater. 

The sales promotion can be done within the hotel’s bars, where special will be offers 

like happy hour or buy one drink and get the second for free. Another option of sales 

promotion can be a graphic design of hotel’s taxi.  

3.6.5 Direct marketing 

Within the direct marketing the E-mail marketing will be used nevertheless the anti 

spam law 480/2004 Sb. has to respected and followed. 

The email marketing will be targeting on the previous guests and should be 

personalized. In the terms of previous guest will be analyzed the type of the services 
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they used and the content of the email will be adapted to it. For instance if the customer 

bought the Relax package  in the past the direct E-mail will have content for example a 

discount for the next purchase of the same package. Furthermore the emails should 

content a graphical content in order to attract the attention of the customers and to be 

customized to mobile phones screens. 

Beside the offering discounts the email content can be send as a thanking email for 

using the hotel services with possibility  to answer the fast feedback survey about the 

satisfaction with the services. The confirmation and payment information email are 

considered as well as personalized email such a congratulation to birthday. The personal 

emails can content for instance QR code discount vouchers on restaurant or wellness 

services.  

3.6.6. Point of sale marketing 

The aim of the point of sale marketing is to evoke impulsive behavior respectively 

purchase which is not planned. The hotel will be equipped with the kiosks with several 

features and language options such as Polish and English. Hotel guests by using the 

kiosks can be informed about hotel services and special events. Furthermore there will 

be a feature of direct reservation of table in restaurant and food menu. The members of 

loyalty programs will have an opportunity to control the number of reward points and 

special offers that are available only for loyalty program members. 

Even though the hotels rooms will be stylized into the Art Nouveau era there will be 

high technology futures such as tablets.After swiping the rooms card  the host will be 

able to directly order food to its room , order a taxi or any available services.  
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3.7 Estimated costs of marketing strategy 

The chapter propose estimated cost of marketing strategy in the terms of costs related to 

the advertisement. The concrete costs on advertisement are stated based on the analysis 

of providers of such as services within the Czech Republic. 

Tab. no.10 : Estimated cost related to chosen advertisement  

(Source: author, based on the analysis) 

The costs related to the creation of the web are estimated at  150 000,- CZK. The costs 

include services such as analysis of keywords and copywriting, graphics and responsive 

design, direct booking of hotel services, multiple languages, connection with social 

media, access to Google Analytics and basic javascript (slide banners). 

The estimated costs of 26 400,-CZK per year are related to social media such as 

Facebook and Instagram. The costs include services such as the creation of the page, 

management of the page, analysis of customers,  customer service, a consultancy, and 

three shared posts a week. 

The costs related to the Pay Per Click advertisement are estimated at 12 900-CZK per 

month. The costs include analysis of keywords, the proposal of campaign, structure, and 

proposal of texts ads. 

The costs related to a billboard advertisement are stated at 12 000,- CZK per month. 

The two billboards are proposed to be located by the main roads leading to the center of 

Ostrava.  

Channel Cost in CZK

Web page 150 000

Social media 26 400

PPC 12 900

Billboards 12 000

Video 50 000
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The estimated price of the creation of a professional is stated at 50 000,-CZK. The costs 

include the proposal of the concept and video screenplay. 

It is demanding to estimate the potential profits, therefore the emphasis is put on 

measuring the effectiveness of campaigns.  The Ads Manager tool is used within 

Facebook to analyze campaign reports in real time. 

Instagram  Insights is a tool used to analyze demographic data such as gender, age, 

geolocation. Furthermore, it provides a campaign overview about impressions, reach of 

the post, engagement related to the visit of the profile, number of views and an increase 

in the number of followers. 

The effectiveness of PPC campaigns can be measured by the combination of Google 

Analytics and PPC systems.  Google Analytics serves as a source of data concerning the 

stated goals such as a number of purchases. Whereas the PPC systems serve as a source 

of data related to the costs of concrete campaigns. The data from both systems can be 

exported and combined in Microsoft Excel in order to compare the campaign 

effectiveness.  

3.8 Proposal of marketing strategy 

During the first years of hotel’s existence is as the main goal is  stated a stabile position 

on the market which is supported by the wide range of loyal customers. According to 

the stated goals the target market was identified from the geographic point of view as a 

Czech and Polish. In the terms of positioning the hotel wants to be perceived by its 

customers as a luxury design hotel with rich history, emphasis on individual approach 

and which provides the high quality services for higher prices.  

The marketing mix was stated based on the conducted  processes with respect to the  

hotel’s dispositions and to the target market segment. Within the marketing strategy is 

mainly recommended to use advantage which is  behind the hotel’s  attractive Art 

Nouveau design.  It is recommended to offer within the accommodation services a three 

types of rooms, concretely Standard, Deluxe and Apartment. In the terms of catering 
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services it is recommended that one of the two restaurants would be dedicated to the 

fine dining with focus on meals prepared from local suppliers. The reasons to establish 

the fine dining restaurant are that there is no fine dining restaurant in Ostrava and 

according to this fact, the restaurant  can become an attractive place for celebration 

dinners or important business meetings. Further proposal concerns the historical hall 

and its usage. The hall is an attractive place within the hotel’s building  with the specific 

design and dispositions therefore it is recommended to use  this hall to holding the 

important social events, congresses and to become a one of the cultural centers in 

Ostrava as it used to be in the past. Furthermore there is no other hall with the  similar 

characteristic among the competitive hotels in  the Ostrava.  

Within the distribution of  the hotel’s services it is recommenced to add possibility to 

order directly the services on the hotel’s website.  In general the design of the website 

has to be  attractive and the possibility to order the services has to be clearly visible. The 

process of order should be fast and take no more than two steps. Furthermore it is 

required to adapt the hotel’s website to English and Polish language. In the terms of 

indirect distribution it is proposed to place the hotel and its service on the Online Travel 

Agencies such as booking.com or hotels.com .  

According to adaptation of provided services to the target segment of customers it is 

recommend to adjust the packages of the services. For instance the festival package is 

dedicated to the Czech or Polish younger part of the target segment. The Bed&Breakfast 

package aims to attract the managers within the target segment that come to Ostrava for 

business meeting and want to stay only overnight. There are more packages such as 

Romantic for couples and married couples, the Ostrava package for families that want to 

observe the area of Ostrava and more other packages.  

The communication mix is proposed with the respect to the target segment of 

customers. The one of the selected target market is the Polish market therefore it is 

proposed to create most of the advertisement also in the Polish language.  The 

advertisement is recommend mainly on the internet bases, such as Pay per Click or 

banners advertisement. As key medium for advertising the hotel services are the social 
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media and moreover the influencer marketing. Within the social media it is 

recommenced to create hotel’s profile and share photos and post on daily basis. The 

advertisement on social media such as Facebook or Instagram can target the customers 

based on the chosen geographical or demographic factors. The influencer marketing is 

related to the social media and it is recommended to establish a cooperation with Czech 

and Polish influencer with more than 50 000 follower that will promote the hotel on 

Instagram.  

Within the communication with the previous guest it is proposed to used a direct emails 

which can for instance, contain thanking text for using the hotels services or 

congratulation email to birthday with the QR code voucher on discount in restaurant.  

As it was mentioned before, the goal of the hotel is to achieve a stable position on the 

market supported by the loyal customers. The proposed option how to increase the 

loyalty of the customers is to provide them a loyalty program. The program is based on 

the three levels and will provide the customers a wide range of benefits. To promote 

sales are  recommenced the participation on food festivals in order to promote hotel’s 

restaurants and to provide a discounts for reservation that are done in advance.  

The one of the last proposal concerning the marketing strategy is the point of sale 

marketing. It is proposed that the hotel will be equipped with kiosks and the rooms with 

the tablets. By using the one of the technologies can hotel’s guest for instance make a 

reservation in hotel restaurant with the selection of the table, order concrete food to its 

room, order taxi or buy any of offered packages. The loyalty club members can further 

manage their points and to see the upcoming rewards within the program. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of the master’s thesis was to propose a suitable marketing strategy for the hotel 

in the center of the Ostrava city. The thesis was divided into three main chapters. Within 

the first chapter were described the theoretical foundations related to the marketing of 

the services, market selection, marketing mix, and marketing communication. 

Moreover, the first chapter was dedicated to the theories related to the environmental 

analysis such as SLEPT or Porter's five forces analysis. 

The second chapter was dedicated to the analysis of the current situation. The hotel’s 

building built up in Art Noveau design is according to information provided by the 

owner, prepared for the reconstruction which will start in 2020 and end in 2021. After 

the reconstitution, it is planned to open the hotel in 4* category with twenty-five 

available rooms. With respect to the building's dispositions it is planned to open two 

restaurants and two bars. Moreover, there is a historical hall within the hotel's building 

that should be used for social events and therefore become one of the cultural centers in 

Ostrava. 

Within the chapter of the current situation analysis, the SLEPT framework was used in 

order to identify key macroeconomic factors. The results of the analysis pointed out the 

increasing trends in the aging of the population and lean toward environmentally 

friendly thinking. As key legislative factors were identified the obligation to respect all 

law related to the operation of the hotel and GDPR. As one of the economic factors 

were identified the low unemployment rate and increasing wages. The political factors 

of Czech Republic were identified as positive regarding the political stability, low 

criminality level and governmental support of tourism. As the technological factors 

were identified the increasing usage of the internet in order to search for information 

about traveling or making a purchase of hotel services. 

Porter’s five forces analysis pointed out the low bargaining power of customers caused 

by the limited switching cost. The bargaining power of suppliers was stated as low due 

to the wide range of possible suppliers of local food within the Beskydy mountain area. 

As the potential substitutes were identified the Air&Bnb, container accommodation or 
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boarding houses. The entrance of the new competitors is supported by government 

projects, nevertheless, there is a limiting factor behind the high capital requirements.  

The eight well-established hotels in Ostrava were identified within the competitive 

rivalry. 

The chapter current situation analysis was summarized within the SWOT framework. 

The strengths were stated as a historical character of the building, location close to the 

center and attractive historical hall. The weaknesses were claimed to be as the low 

capacity of the rooms and the absence of outdoor seating. The weaknesses are caused 

due to the legislation concerning the historical character of the building. The potential 

opportunities were identified in the establishment of cooperation with points of interests 

in Ostrava and the strategic position in terms of traffic availability. The factors that 

might be threats were stated as the decline in tourism, negative economic development, 

and entrance of new competitors. 

The third chapter was dedicated to the proposal of the marketing strategy. In order to 

propose the strategy, required steps were conducted. required steps as setting the 

marketing goals and process of segmentation, targeting and positioning. The marketing 

goals were stated as the building of a stable position on the market supported by the 

wide range of loyal customers. The group of potential customers from the geographical 

point of view was stated as a resident of the Czech Republic and Poland. The main 

reason for selecting these target markets is behind their size and accessibility. Moreover, 

further characteristics of potential customers were identified,  such as group age, life 

cycle, and occupation. Within the positioning, a hotel aims to be perceived as a luxury 

hotel with a rich history and emphasis on the individual approach to each customer. 

Within the marketing mix was suggested to offer accommodation services in the three 

different types of rooms. The rooms will differ mainly by the size and price. In terms of 

catering services was proposed to open a fine dining restaurant that will prepare meals 

from local suppliers. The reason to establish fine dining restaurant is because of the 

absence of similar restaurant within the Ostrava region.  As additional services were 

proposed to offer organization of balls, electric bike rental, charging station for electric 
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cars, wellness or car parking. Furthermore, there were created six different packages of 

services that will be adapted to concrete groups of customers within the target segment. 

The prices of all services and packages were set according to the competitor's prices 

within the Ostrava. In terms of distribution was proposed to use direct distribution via 

the hotel’s staff and hotel’s website. As an option of indirect distribution was set to use 

Online Travel Agencies such as booking.com, hotels.com or tripadvisor.com.   

The communication mix was set with regards of being effective in communication with 

the target group of customers. Within the advertisement was proposed to focus mainly 

on social media. As an option of advertisement was suggested to use the influencer 

marketing for Czech and Polish market. The pay per click, banners, billboards, 

Facebook and Instagram were suggested to use for advertisement as well. Moreover, it 

was suggested that every advertisement should be available also in the Polish language 

due to the negative attitude of Poles towards the absence of promotion materials in their 

language. As it was mentioned the hotel wants to build a stable position on the market 

supported by the wide range of loyal customers. In order to support the loyalty of 

customers it was suggested to create a three-level loyalty program that will provide 

customers a wide range of advantages and rewards. Within the direct marketing was 

proposed to use a direct e-mail to care about past guests in terms of thanking emails for 

using hotel or congratulation to birthday with QR discount voucher on the hotel 

services. In the last part of the communication mix, was recommend within the point of 

sale marketing to equip the hotel with the kiosks and tablets. Customers by using the 

technologies can buy hotel services, taxi or reserve a table in the restaurant. 
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